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Abstract

   The goal of this note is to analyze the possible application of a
   multi6 protocol to provide nemo multihoming support.  We will first
   state the basic assumptions behind a multi6 protocol design and then
   we will analyze each of the multihoming configurations for nemo
   described in [1] in order to determine if the multi6 can provide the
   support required.
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1.  Introduction

   The goal of this note is to analyze the possible application of a
   multi6 protocol to provide nemo multihoming support.  We will first
   state the basic assumptions behind a multi6 protocol design and then
   we will analyze each of the multihoming configurations for nemo
   described in [1] in order to determine if the multi6 can provide the
   support required.  It should be noted that in this note we will only
   consider nemo basic support protocol and that route optimization
   considerations are considered out of the scope of this work.
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2.  Multi6 basics

   A multi6 solution is far from being defined, but there seems to be
   some consensus about some of its main characteristics.  In this
   section we will state the fundamental assumptions that are being made
   in the design of the multi6 solution that in our opinion are relevant
   when evaluating the application of a multi6 solution to nemo
   multihoming.

   The multi6 solution is designed to provide site multihoming support.
   The considered scenario is the following: a site S obtains internet
   connectivity through n providers i.e.  ISP1, ISP2,..., ISPn.  In
   order to preserve routing system scalability, the site's prefix will
   not be announced separately in the inter-domain routing system.
   Instead, the multihomed site will obtain one prefix from each of the
   ISPs that it is multihomed to, and each of the ISP prefixes will be
   announced in the global routing system.  The resulting configuration
   is the following:

        +------+     +------+          +------+
        | ISP1 |     | ISP2 |   ...    | ISPn |
        | P1   |     | P2   |          | Pn   |
        +------+     +------+          +------+
           |            |                 |
            \           |                /
             \          |               /
           +------------------------------+
           | multihomed site S            |
           | P1:S1::/l1                   |
           | P2:S2::/l2                   |
           |    ...                       |
           | Pn:Sn::/ln                   |
           +------------------------------+

   Since each ISP assigns a prefix to the multihomed site, then hosts
   within the multihomed site that want to benefit from multihoming have
   to configure multiple addresses, one per prefix assigned to the site.
   Because each ISP will only announce its own prefix in the
   inter-domain routing, a node will receive packets through ISPi only
   if the destination address contained in the packets contain the
   prefix delegated by ISPi to the site i.e.  Pi:Si::/li.  So, this mean
   that depending the address used to communicate with a host within the
   multihomed site, packets will flow through different ISPs.  In other
   words, in order to change the ISP through which packets are flowing
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   to a host within the multihomed site, it is required to change the
   address of the host used to send packets.  So far we have considered
   packets flowing from the internet to the multihomed site, and we have
   concluded that in the configuration considered by multi6, the ISP
   used to carry packets is determined by the address of the multihomed
   host used in the communication.  We will next consider packets
   flowing from the multihomed site to the Internet.  In this case, it
   is assumed that ingress filtering can be deployed in some scenarios.
   This basically means, that the source address of the packet has to
   correspond to the prefix delegated by the ISP through which the
   packet is routed.  If this is not the case, the packet will be
   discarded.  In order to support ingress filtering, the packet is
   routed through the ISP that correspond s to the prefix included in
   the source address selected by the host.  This basically implies that
   the exit ISP will be determined by the source address selected by the
   host.

   Summarizing, multi6 protocol assumes that a multihomed site will
   obtain multiple prefixes and that hosts within the multihomed site
   that want to benefit from multihoming will configure multiple
   addresses, one per prefix available.  Moreover, both the incoming and
   the outgoing paths will be determined by the address of the
   multihomed host included in the packets implying that changing the
   address used results in a change in the ISP that is used to carry
   packets.  Then, the mechanism used by multi6 to re-home a
   communication when an outage occurs is to change the address used in
   the communication, causing a change in the ISP used.
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3.  Application of multi6 to a multihomed nemo with basic support

   In this section we will analyze if the multi6 solution can provide
   the multihoming support required in nemo.  We will analyze each of
   the configurations presented in [1] and we will determine if a multi6
   solution can provide the expected capabilities.

   The different configuration for nemo multihoming are classified in
   [1] according to 3 parameters: number of mobile routers (MR), number
   of home agents (HA) and number of mobile network prefixes (MNP).  The
   simplified terminology proposed in [1] is (# MR, # HA, # MNP) where
   each of the parameters can be 1 or N.

3.1  The (*,*,1) cases

   In these cases, there is only one prefix announced in the multihomed
   nemo.  Since a basic assumption of a multi6 solution is that multiple
   prefixes will be available and that the rehoming procedure relies on
   changing the prefix used for exchanging packet, then a multi6
   solution will not naturally provide multihoming support in these
   cases, since there is only one prefix available in the nemo.

   It would be possible then to artificially create additional prefixes
   in the nemo, so that each of the multiple paths available between the
   MR(s) and the HA(s) are associated with a different prefix,
   simulating the multi6 scenario.  If this option is adopted, then
   multi6 mechanisms could be used to select among the multiple
   available paths between the MR(s) and the HA(s).  However, we may
   consider that the scope of the multi6 solution is probably much
   broader than this particular problem.  That is, the multi6 solution
   involves both endpoints of the communication and deals with any kind
   of failure mode in the path between them.  On the other hand, in the
   (*,*,1) configurations what is needed is a mechanism to support
   multiple paths between the nemo and its home network.  This is much
   more localized problem than can be solved by mechanisms local to the
   home network without involving the endpoints, as presented in [1].
   Moreover, it should be noted that a multi6 solution requires
   upgrading both nodes of the communication to be supported, so its
   deployment will take some time, while the localized approach only
   requires support from HA(s) and MR(s) which makes its deployment
   simpler.

3.2  The (*,1,N) cases

   In this case, there are one or more MRs, one HA and multiple
   prefixes.  Since there is only one HA, this means that there is only
   one home network, so the presence of multiple prefixes means that
   probably the home network itself is multihomed to multiple ISP, each
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   one of which has delegated one prefix to the home network, therefore
   to the nemo.  In this case, MNN will need to support multi6 to
   benefit from the multihoming capabilities of the home network.  The
   question is if this is enough to support the nemo multihoming, i.e.
   the multiple paths between the HA and the MR(s).  It is clear that by
   default, the HA and the MR(s) should be able to route packets coming
   from and going to any of the prefixes available in the home network.
   This means that naturally, the selection of the prefix used will not
   determine the path between the MR(s) and HA used to route the packet.
   This basically means that multi6 does not provides nemo multihoming
   by default (i.e.  without additional considerations)

   It would be possible to associate each of the different prefixes to a
   different path between the nemo and the home network.  This however,
   is not such a good idea, since the fault tolerance capabilities of
   the resulting solution would be reduced, since a given MNP will only
   reachable if the corresponding ISP of the home network is available
   and also the path between the home network and the nemo associated
   with the prefix is also available.

   In order to preserve the fault tolerance capabilities of the
   configuration, it is possible to create additional artificial
   prefixes for the nemo.  This means that per each prefix delegated by
   an ISP, one artificial MNPs has to be created and assigned to each
   available path between the nemo and its home network.  In this way,
   there will be one prefix per each combination of ISP/home
   network-nemo path, so that changing the MNP used will imply changing
   any part of the path.  In such configuration, the multi6 solution can
   be used to provide full multihoming support for the nemo.  The
   drawbacks of this configuration are similar to the ones discussed in
   the previous section: the expected time of deployment and the
   additional complexity imposed by this solution.  It should be noted
   that in this case, the MNN will need to implement multi6 anyway, in
   order to benefit from the multihoming capabilities of the home
   network.  Ubiquity support capabilities provided by the multiple
   paths between home network and the nemo seem important enough to
   justify specific mechanisms that are easier to deploy, like the one
   presented in [1].  In other words, the usage of local mechanisms that
   only involve the MR(s) and the HA can be justified because the
   ubiquity support that they provide without imposing wide scale
   deployment effort (as the one imposed by a multi6 solution)

3.3  The (*,N,N) cases

   In this case we have one or more MRs, multiple HAs and multiple MNPs.

   In order to analyze these cases, we need to introduce an additional
   classification of the configurations.  We will divide the cases
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   depending on the location of the HAs.  The first group contains the
   configurations where all the HAs are located in the same home network
   i.e.  all the HAs can route packets from and to all the MNPs.  The
   second group contains the configurations where each HA is located in
   a different home network i.e.  each HA receives only the packets
   addressed to a disjoint set of MNPs.  The third group is an hybrid of
   the the two first groups and it contains the configurations where
   there are multiple home networks, but some of them contain more than
   one HA.

   The first group present similar characteristics than the (*,1,N)
   cases studied earlier, since all the HAs can forward packets
   addressed to any of the MNPs.  Basically, the multiple HAs act a
   single HA distributed along the Home network.  So the same reasons
   apply on this case, with the additional configuration that a HA-HA
   protocol may be required to provide synchronization between the
   different HAs.

   The second group contain the configurations that are most similar to
   the multi6 scenario, since each home network act as ISP and each HA
   as an ISP's border router.  In this case, the selection of the MNP
   prefix used influences the HA (and the home network) used to route
   the packets.  It should be noted that it may be possible that one
   home network has delegated more than one MNP, so that changing
   between those MNP will not affect the HA used to exchange packets,
   but in any case, changing to the other prefixes will alter the path
   of the packets.  In addition, it should also be noted that it would
   be possible even in this case to use a local solution that only
   involves the HAs and the MRs.  However, since the different HAs are
   in different home networks, implying that they are likely in
   different administrative domains, it may not be simple to achieve the
   required cooperation between the different HAs.  So, in this case, it
   seems that a multi6 solution would provide the required features.

   The third group is an hybrid group, that contain a mix of the
   characteristics of the first two groups.  It is then possible to
   consider that a local mechanism can be used among the different HAs
   that are located within the same home network and that the multi6
   mechanism can be used to re-home communication between HAs that are
   located in different home networks.
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4.  Summary

   The result of the analysis is that the only case that is susceptible
   to a direct application of the multi6 protocol is the (*,N,N) where
   the HAs are located in different home networks.  In the remaining it
   would be possible to use the multi6 solution to provide nemo
   multihoming support, but this imposes the creation of artificial MNP.
   Besides, in those cases, it seems possible to use a local mechanism
   [1] that only involves the HAs and the MRs to obtain similar
   benefits.  The major benefit of such approach is that the reduced
   deployment effort, which would result in a faster adoption.
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5.  Security considerations

   TBD
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